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From the Desk of

To your success,

Andy Smith

Happy Easter!

We all hope you’ve enjoyed your Easter breaks 
with family and friends, coming back refreshed 

and now well and truly settled into 2018! We are all 
ready in Autumn! How time flies. We definitely have 
been lucky holding onto them warm summer days in 
Sydney coming into Autumn. 

To kick-start our April – May – June 2018 Lifestyle 
Tradie issue start it off  with a laugh, go on check out 
page 10! Did you ever think of  humour as being an 
affective tool when it comes to leadership? Have a 
read of  why funny leaders are better leaders.  

We have started 2018 on a great note! With our first 
ever Next Level Tradie live event that took place in 
March and it was a great couple of  days filled with 
useful information to kick-start your business in 2018. 
It was so great to meet lots of  Trade business owners 
from across Australia, and we are coming back again 
in August…this tour bigger than the last…Brisbane, 
Melbourne, Sydney, Perth & Adelaide we are coming 
for you!.  Check out page 13 to see where we will 
be heading to next! Also Check out page 8 for our 
next R&R in Gold Coast, trust me when I say, YOU 
HAVE TO BE THERE…

2018 is the year for technology! Check out page 
12! Brinno Time Lapse Construction Camera, your 
best friend for before and after photos, even better, 
you can create time lapse video’s from start to finish 
of  your project! Great way to promote your jobs/
projects on social media. 

Turn to page 23 to check out my latest recommend 
tradie app, Unum can help you strategically plan your 
Instagram posts by organizing your feed through a 
mock Instagram grid, and scheduling reminders for 
making them live, check it out, go have a read. 

The latest from MY Man Cave, I have done some 
research on the coolest ways to commute in 2018! 
Check out page 22 and read about the OjO scooter, 
this will have you rethinking how to get from A to B 

or if  the OjO Scooter isn’t for you have a read about 
the Razor X Skateboard, this might just be your ride! 

You might have not heard the name but you’ve 
definitely heard of  the global Ikea brand.  Ingvar is 
the mastermind behind the DIY furniture brand Ikea. 
Have a read about The Ikea Approach from Ingvar on 
page 4. Its defiantly worth the read of  Ingvar’s five 
interesting lessons on how he approach’s business.  

Retargeting for Tradies. If  you’re not sure what 
retargeting is, you’re probably being retargeted right 
now by someone who does, and you just haven’t 
realized it. Turn to page 16 right now and have a 
read about what retargeting is, how does retargeting 
work and when does retargeting work. 

Say Goodbye to Horrible Habits That Zap Your 
Energy! One of  the best ways to improve your daily 
productivity, is to drop those dreaded habits that 
drain your motivation. Not only do they give you less 
energy to tackle the day, but they will also bring those 
happiness levels down too. And who wants that? 
Lets talk about the ways we can say goodbye to our 
horrible habits. Go to page 20 to have a read of  
the 10 tips to say goodbye to those horrible habits for 
once and all. 

How far should you chase the impossible? We go 
into the purpose of  chasing the impossible... “We will 
chase perfection, knowing all the while we can never 
attain it. But along the way, we shall catch excellence.” 
– Vince Lombardi.  Go check out page 14 & 15 
to read more things to remember along the way of  
chasing those goals. 

That is it from me. Looking forward to seeing you 
and/or chatting at the Mastermind Dinners in the next 
couple of  weeks, as well as learning a thing or two and 
having some fun at the Lifestyle Tradie R&R on 27th & 
28th July 2018. 
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Lay it on the Plate

You might not have heard the name Ingvar 
Kamprad, but you’ve definitely heard of  the 

global Ikea brand. 

Ingvar, the founder of  the affordable DIY furniture 
maker, died on Jan 27th at age 91. With a fortune 
worth $58.7 Billion, and the status of  the worlds 8th 
richest person. 

He was in business for more than seven decades, 
any business owner would want to learn from his 
successes and approach to business. 

Here are 5 interesting lessons to take from Ingvar 
Kamprad’s approach to business that are sure to help 
you in your trade business: 

1. His Customer-First Point Of View.

Kamprad wrote a document in 1976 that explains the 
ethos of  the Ikea company, that the goal and guiding 
force behind the company’s decisions would be to 
put the needs of  the user first and foremost. “Many 
people usually have limited financial resources. It is the 
many people whom we aim to serve,” Kamprad wrote. 
“The first rule is to maintain an extremely low level of  
prices. But they must be low prices with a meaning. We 
must not compromise either functionality or technical 
quality.”

2. He Made The Most Of His Resources.

Kamprad was so concerned with saving money that 
he was widely nicknamed “Uncle Scrooge” and “The 
Miser.” Even if  you don’t want to be a ‘tighty’, it is 
important to make the most of  the resources you 
have at your disposal. Because, as Kamprad once, 
wrote, “Time is your most important resource. You can 
do so much in 10 minutes. Ten minutes, once gone, are 
gone for good. You can never get them back.”

3. He Didn’t Settle On One Product.

Kamprad started his first business when he was 
5 selling matches around his neighborhood, 
graduating to Christmas ornaments, fish, pencils and 
seeds. Ikea didn’t just always sell furniture. That part 
of  the business started in 1948, but for those first 
few years, after he launched the mail-order company 
at 17, he sold items such as nylons, pens and wallets 
out of  a repurposed milk truck. A good reminder 
that where you begin and where you end up may 
look very different.

4. He Believed Work Shouldn’t Just Be Work.

 “A job must never be just a livelihood,” Kamprad 
wrote. “If  you are not enthusiastic about your job, a 
third of  your life goes to waste.” He believed that the 

The

Approach
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Ikea spirit was built on a foundation of  enthusiasm and that without it, it 
was impossible to strive for great things, lead or motivate.

5. He Wasn’t Afraid Of Taking A Wrong Turn.

Kamprad was of  the school that if  you aren’t making mistakes, you’re 
not trying hard enough. “Only while sleeping one makes no mistakes. 
Making mistakes is the privilege of  the active - of  those who can correct 
their mistakes and put them right,” he wrote. “Our objectives require us to 
constantly practice making decisions and taking responsibility, to constantly 
overcome our fear of  making mistakes. The fear of  making mistakes is the 
root of  bureaucracy and the enemy of  development.”
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1. Tell us a little about your business, life and 
family. (If your partner is in the business, 
include when she joined and how she 
helps.)

I started GC Pest Control by myself  5 years ago. We 
now have 3 full time technicians, 1 full time office girl 
and 1 casual office girl, and then me. At home, I have 
a beautiful and very supportive wife Mel and a very 
cheeky 2 year old Hazel. We are also expecting a little 
boy in July.

2. What do you love most about what you do?

I love the challenges and creativity of  business and being 
able to have the flexibility with my work hours. I also 
enjoy meeting new clients every day.

3. Tell us a little about your life before joining 
Lifestyle Tradie? 

Before Lifestyle Tradie I was always working ‘in’ the 
business and never had enough time to work ‘on’ the 
business. Overdue invoices and our annual reminders 
were building up because I was spending to much time 
on the tools. We were really busy but not profitable or 
efficient.

4. What specific results have you achieved 
since joining Lifestyle Tradie?

Since joining Lifestyle Tradie we have made a lot of  
changes and improvements. We have a new accountant, 
who had found about $10k worth of  mistakes from 
our previous two financial years, which is now back in 
our pocket. I have learnt to delegate (mostly). We have 
moved from sub-contractors to employees and have 
just put on our 3rd technician. We have increased our 
pricing. Signed up with Employsure, which has been 
invaluable. Reduced our A/R by 50%. I have more time 
to work on the business and spend time with family.

Jack Dixon
GC Pest Control
VIP Platinum Member

Lifestyle Tradie Member Profile

“I love the challenges and creativity 
of business and being able to have the 

flexibility with my work hours. I also enjoy 
meeting new clients every day”
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5. Where do you see your business in 5 years?

We would have a fleet of  12-15 vans servicing south 
east Queensland. We would have another one or two 
arms to our business. Eg. plumbing and electrical as our 
target market (avatar) is very similar. I will have nothing 
to do with the day to day running of  the business, just 
continuing to look at how to improve, optimise and 
expand.

6. What are the top 3 things you have learnt 
about business that you would recommend 
to other tradies and WHY?

Tip 1: & why

Automation

We have automated our annual reminders, follow-
ups, debt collection, reporting and more. This has 
saved us countless hours of  admin time and wages. I 
would strongly recommend spending the time to set up 
automation sooner rather than later. Get creative with 
Workato and Zapier.

Tip 2: & why

Know Your Numbers & Get a Great 
Accountant

We all hear Andy bang on about this, and to be honest, 
we still don’t know our numbers enough. But the work 
we have done on this with our accountant has made 
a huge difference. It has given us more knowledge on 
where we sit and forces us to brainstorm ideas on how 
to improve. Our accountant charges a lot more than our 
previous one, but is worth every cent.

Tip 3: & why

Staff Management

I think it is important to go above and beyond for your 

staff  and make sure they feel as they are ‘a part of  
the team’. In the past, we have had a problem with 
high staff  turnover, which costs a lot of  time, effort 
and money, more than I had realised. We now take the 
time to hire the ‘right’ person, not just anyone qualified, 
we get everyone in for brain storming sessions and use 
them to help make decisions about some aspects of  
the business, especially procedures. I also try to bring 
any issues up straight away, before they develop into 
something more.

7. If we were sitting here one year from 
now celebrating what a great year it’s 
been, what have you achieved (together)? 
(business/life). 

My business would be fully systemised with all 
procedures documented. We would have a 4th 
technician on the road with all 4 vehicles being new 
vans. I would be working 25-30 hours a week but only 
on the business, not in it.
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ReIgnite & ReUnite

Our Next Event

Trust me when I say…YOU HAVE TO BE THERE…

Get ready to expand your mind in ways you didn’t 
think were possible…This is a sure fire way to kick 
your business up a gear and gain a competitive edge.

We have speakers locked, loaded and ready to go! 
Keep an eye out because they will be announced very 
soon!

We are looking forward to seeing YOU at the ever-
INSPIRING venue, The QT Hotel on the Gold 
Coast.

PLUS Don’t forget about the Friday and Saturday 
night dinners…

Friday Afternoon we are heading for a little friendly 
competition at Strike Bowling and then to dinner at 
Hurricanes.

Saturday night we are heading to Sandbar!

So What Do You Do Next

1. Let us know if  you will be joining us or not.

2. Book your flights and accommodation (We can 
help with the accommodation if  you would like 
it!)

3. Get excited!

If  you have any questions or need assistance, send an 
email to us at info@lifestyletradie.com.au

We cannot wait to see you there :)

Friday, 27th July
and Saturday, 28th 

July, 2018

Energise
 • Expand •

Explore
QT Gold

Coast

Energise
 • Expand •

Explore
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“The customer is always right” You’ve heard 
that saying before, its a defining mandate at the very 
foundation of  the retail and service sales industry. 

While the phrase still has a strong influence today, 
when it comes to sales, it is actually quite a simplistic 
philosophy that oversimplifies the relationship being 
built between trade businesses and customers, and is 
essentially a little out dated. 

Trade businesses should be looking at their customer 
service management, and ensuring that you’re supporting 
customers and that they are feeling ‘valued’, rather than 
just giving ‘full power’ to your customers. 

The Philosophy Of Customers Being Right

While it’s unclear who coined the actual phrase 
“the customer is always right,” at the turn of  the 
20th century, Marshall Field and his protégé, Harry 
Gordon Selfridge — both considered to be pioneers 
of  customer service in the retail industry — were 
advocates of  the idea.

When Selfridge started his chain of  stores across 
Great Britain, he raised the bar in terms of  customer 
service in retail. By operating under the guise of  ‘the 
customer is always right,’ Selfridge put the needs of  
the customer above the needs of  the business and 
at a time when shoppers were faced with increasing 
choice, he gained their trust and created a reason for 
them to return to the store.

Slowly other retailers cottoned onto the idea and the 
rest, as they say, was history. 

But today we are seeing businesses rebel against 
the old age philosophy, claiming the customer is not 
always right — Domino’s is an example of  where the 
phrase has been taken advantage of  by customers and 
is now hurting the bottom line. Pledging refunds for 
dissatisfaction, customers have been taking advantage 
of  Domino’s duty to make customers happy, by finding 
the smallest faults to warrant refunds.

What ‘Being Right’ Means For Trade Business

“The customer is always right” wasn’t always meant 
to be taken so literally. While as trade businesses we 
always need to ensure customers feel heard, a literal 
interpretation of  “the customer is always right” in this 
day and age, is simply, not really possible.

The reality is, it doesn’t matter whether the customer 
is right or wrong, instead, it’s about how they feel. 
Customer service plays a huge role in influencing 
buying decisions, and customers have any number of  
online platforms from which to voice their opinions. 
Regardless of  the issue or the outcome, businesses 
are remembered for how they make their customers 
feel; and the customer has the power to share the 
conversation, and their opinions, with the wider public 
— especially given they’re already online, all it takes is 
a quick share or screenshot.

The Importance Of  The Right Tools In The 
Digital Age

Giving the customer an option to share feedback 
and engage with your business and your brand plays 
a large part in empowering their voice and making 
them feel heard.

In many cases, current customer support models are 
more focused on internal procedures and clarity rather 
than meeting and valuing the needs of  the customers. 
This can result in frustrations from both sides.

The right tool that brings together all the customer 
context for your trade service can make a world of  
difference for the customer as well as your customer 
service team. 

With more options available to customers than ever 
before, they won’t settle for average service, particularly 
online where there’s more choice than ever. While 
customers have higher expectations and demands, 
when these needs are met successfully, they also have 
an unlimited audience with which to sing your praises.

Is Your Customer 
Always Right?
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As Tradies, we’re generally pretty down to earth 
people, and tradie culture is not usually short of  

a few laughs at smoko. 

But, did you ever think of  humour as being an affective 
tool when it comes to leadership? Use it well, and 
employees will respect you more. 

Leading With Humour

According to Stanford professors, leaders with 
humour can build stronger cultures, unleash more 
creativity, and even negotiate better deals. And, 
when it comes to the workplace, research shows that 
cultures that include humour aren’t just more fun, 
they’re also more robust and resilient. 

Humour is also helpful in times of  stress, social 
bonding and increased trust.  

Humor Isn’t Fail Proof

Research shows that displays of  appropriate humour 
raises perceptions of  confidence and competence, 
which in turn increase status. 

Humour is also linked to intelligence; the 
presumption is that people in power are more 
uninhibited and comfortable expressing emotions.

But while displays of  inappropriate humour can also 
signal confidence, they can actually reduce perceptions 
of  competence. 

Leaders who favour a teasing style, saying whatever 
amuses them without worrying how it affects 

others, You know, like teasing the apprentice, can 
actually alienate those with less leathery hides. Using 
‘uplifting’ humour, is a far better alternative. 

Laughter As A Tool To Disarm

Tradies, once apprentices, who have started their 
business from scratch, are well positioned to develop 
leadership styles infused with humour and cultures 
that know how to laugh. 

But as the stress and exhaustion of  running a business 
starts to set in and may smother the giggles. 

Keep up the humour, and use it as a tool to disarm 
the stress and negatives. 

Pitch Perfect

Some people are spontaneously funny, but if  you 
need to plan your humour a little, that’s fine, too. 

And while we sometimes think of  humour as only 
for extroverts who tell colourful stories or do 
impressions, humour can take different forms for 
quieter leaders. 

Your sense of  humour is like a muscle: It gets 
stronger the more you use it. In casual conversations, 
emails, even your out-of-office reply message. If  
you’re sending out a mundane communication where 
a little humour wouldn’t be out of  place, consider 
dropping in an amusing comment. 

Smiling, and a little laughter just makes everything 
better. 

Go On,  
Have A 
Laugh
Why Funny Leaders  
Are Better Leaders
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Of course, in this day and age, we should all be 
focusing our efforts on technology. But with 

that said, technology shouldn’t come at the expense 
of  foundational business factors. It is these building 
blocks that will lead to business growth. 

Here are just 3 non-techy building blocks every trade 
business should make sure they have solidly in place:  

1. BRAND 

It’s one thing to promote your brand through the use 
of  technology, but your brand has to actually exist 
first. Before your customers are happy to deal with 
you and pay you money, they need to know your 
‘story’. Building a brand can take time and effort to 
establish, but will give you credibility and a trusted 
authority. 

2. FEEDBACK 

The easiest form of  marketing and increased sales 
comes from your customers. Word of  mouth. 

Which makes it critical for your trade business to 

3 Non-Techy 
Ways To Trade 
Business 
Growth 

have a regular and systematic source of  customer 
feedback. 

Of  course, collecting and processing customer 
data can be enhanced dramatically by technology. 
But things like, how often to ask which customers 
what questions should all be determined first. Most 
important is actually being committed inviting the 
feedback, and the resolve to act upon it.

3. SOLUTIONS 

Customers will only beat a path to your door if  you 
can prove that you have a solution to their actual 
problem. It’s all about understanding your customers 
needs and being able to fulfill them. Customers don’t 
care much for what you have on offer, as much as 
what your offer can do for them. 

Remember, technology will always be required to 
help the process, but your business foundations must 
be set in place first. You can’t build a house without 
solid foundations, and you cant build a trade business 
without them either. 
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|Tech Talk

The use of  video has become imperative to 
marketing these days. Instructional how-to 

videos, testimonial videos, company culture videos… 
the list goes on. 

Trade businesses, especially builders can always 
benefit from the use of  a good show reel video when 
attracting new business. Whether it be a whole new 
build, or just a project that you want to show off… 
a video showing the progress of  your work is an 
amazing marketing tool to have. 

So how do you produce these videos, without filming 
each step of  the process and spending hours behind 
a camera? 

A long-term project recording construction camera 
is how you do it. Specifically designed for long term 
observation of  a build or project. From there, you 
can condense the footage into just two minutes of  
video to show clients and potential clients how work 
progressed. 

One product currently on the market, is the Brinno. 

The Brinno Time Lapse Construction Camera is the 
effortless way to record any construction project.

Long Term Project Recording!

Set it and forget it. Get a time lapse video recorded 
at the rate you want, and played back at the rate you 
want when the project is done.

Dedicated Project Time Lapse Camera

Brinno Construction Camera produces Ready-to-
View time lapse video in the camera with one button! 
No editing required. 

Over 2 Months Battery Life

The batteries can last up to 4 months. You never 
need to worry about finding a power outlet.

100% DIY

Wire-free, tool-free, worry-free! No complicated 
power cord wiring to set up, no complicated video 
post-processing, easy to set-up, easy to use.

Brinno 
Time Lapse 
Construction 
Camera
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Platform

The latest technology trends to make your business 
more dynamic & systemised, creating and updating 

your business plan to get a clear view of how you will 
lead your business to success.

Money

How to price for profit, and how to analyse your 
financials to make smarter business decisions.

Marketing

How to create and track a marketing plan that will 
attract more leads, result in more repeat customers, 

and boost sales.

People

How to lead your team and how to find, hire, and 
retain the right staff for your business

Introducing...
‘The Next Level Tradie’ is a 1-day live event 
designed specifically for trade business owners… and 
it’s coming to Brisbane, Melbourne, Sydney, Perth, & 
Adelaide. 

Andy & Ange from Lifestyle Tradie will be teaching 
their trade business specific tested and PROVEN 
strategies under their 4 Core Business Principles. 
You will learn;

HEAD TO
www.nextleveltradie.com.au/mag 
to get all the details and get your FREE Ticket!

In March we had 3 very successful 
Next Level Tradie Events, that we 
have decided to come back again 
in August…This time to Perth and 
Adelaide too!

 Brisbane – August 7th

 Melbourne – August 8th

 Sydney – August 9th

 Perth – August 21st 

 Adelaide – August 22nd 
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It seems that successful people are always in the 
pursuit of  perfection. But through your life and 

business life, you will probably find, that what you 
pursue, is not actually what you ‘catch’. You can 
rethink you ambitions along the way, and change 
direction at times, chasing perfection in different ways 
when goals that used to motivate you change. 

And, there is nothing wrong with moving the goal 
posts, or even changing sports altogether, so to 
speak. Just don’t let yourself  get boxed in by the 
pursuit of  perfection. 

Here are a few things to remember along the way:

“We will chase perfection, knowing all the while we 
can never attain it. But along the way, we shall catch 
excellence.” 

-Vince Lombardi

Changing Your Path Isn’t Failing

The most inspiring stories of  success that you will 
hear, are normally those of  unexpected detours, 
failings, and fresh starts along the way. If  you’re not 
really loving what you’re doing, or feeling frustrated 
even with things are going well… there’s nothing 
wrong with making new plans. Changing paths isn’t 
failing, its making a new choice, and often it’s the 
right one. 

Never Perceive Anything As A Setback

Don’t think of  negative experiences as a set back. 
Don’t waste your time beating yourself  up about 
plans that fail, or let circumstances spiral out of  

The Purpose of  
Chasing The 

Impossible 
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control. Stuff  happens tradies, and stuff  will happen 
again… think of  it as an opportunity to make new 
decisions that are right for you. 

There’s Always An Angle… 

You’ve just gotta find it. So when the going gets 
tough, get all your emotions out, yell, scream, cry, 
whatever… and then get to work on finding a new 
angle, another path to success. Look beyond yourself  
and to the needs of  your trade business, your staff, 
the people who depend on you, that’s probably 
where you will find the angle you need. 

Success Is Different To Different People

The truth is, there are many different ways to 

succeed, and many different ways of  determining 
success. The most important thing, is knowing this to 
be true and not judging yourself  by someone else’s 
standards. There’s more than one right answer. 

It’s A Never-Ending Experience

The pursuit of  happiness is never ending… 
Not unending like a rat on a wheel, more like a 
continuous evolution throughout your life. All you 
need is a flexible mindset. 

Your career, your trade business, your goals will take 
many twists and turns along the way. At times you 
will have no control over things, except to see that 
there is not only one path to success, no matter how 
you decide to determine it. It’s all about the journey. 
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If you’re not sure what retargeting is … you’re 
probably being retargeted right now by someone 

who does, and you just haven’t realised it. 

Retargeting has become a well-established part of  
digital marketing, but if  you aren’t using it as part 
of  your online strategy, it’s probably only because 
you’re unfamiliar with how it works and when it 
should be used for you trade business. 

So, lets look at Retargeting, how it works, and when 
it should be used: 

What Is Retargeting? 

Also known as ‘remarketing’, it’s a form of  online 
advertising that helps to keep your brand in front of  
the eyes of  web traffic, after they leave your website. 
Statistics suggest that for most websites, only 2% 
of  web traffic converts on the first visit. Retargeting 
is designed to reach the 98% of  users who don’t 
convert straight away. 

How Does Retargeting Work? 

Retargeting uses cookie bases technology to 
anonymously ‘follow’ your audience all over the web 

(and beyond… to places like Instagram etc… not 
to their home or anything sheesh, let’s not get too 
carried away)

It works by placing a small code on your website, that 
goes unnoticed by visitors. Every time a new visitor 
comes to your site, the code drops an anonymous 
browser cookie. Later, when the visitor with the 
cookie browses the web, the cookie will let your 
provider know when to serve your ads, ensuring that 
your ads are shown to people who have previously 
visited your site. 

So, imagine someone leaves your site, searching 
the web for your nearest competitor, but low and 
behold, there you appear again… waiting to be 
‘clicked’ Its genius. 

When Does Retargeting Work? 

Retargeting is effective because it focuses your 
advertising spend on people who are already 
familiar with your brand, people who have already 
demonstrated interest by visiting your website. 

It appears to work best when part of  a larger online 
strategies. For example, adwords, content marketing 

Retargeting  
For Tradies
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and brings them
 ba

ck
!

The Best of 

and targeted display ads are great for driving traffic, 
but they can’t optimise conversion. On the flip side, 
retargeting can help increase conversions, but it can’t 
drive people to your site… only back to your site a 
second time. 

Your best chance of  success is using one or more 
tools to drive the traffic, and use retargeting to get 
the most out of  that traffic. 

It’s pretty easy to set up and launch a retargeting 
campaign, but it’s also just as easy to make mistakes. 
So, like any new undertaking, make sure you do 
your research on implementation and best practices. 
You can also work with a service provider who can 
manage the whole campaign for you. 

Good luck, and happy retargeting tradies. 
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!
Ever wondered what one of  the worlds best 

motivators does every day to ‘motivate’ himself. 
There is so much to be learnt from someone’s 
morning routine….

Well, in this “Best Of  YouTube’ vid, you can follow 
‘Rich’ (Business Insider Reporter) as he spends four 
days at Tony Robbins luxury resort in Fiji during a 
summit. Yes, it’s his resort, yes it’s amazing, and yes 
we’re totally jealous. 

Get a real behind the scenes look at what Tony 
Robbins is really like when he’s not on stage, his 
extremely elaborate morning rituals and routines are 
interesting to say the least. 

Check it out: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib60ErgSSjQ 
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Another fabulous 2 days spent with tradies 
and their partners, this time in Melbourne!

With special guest speakers from across 
Australia, this event was nothing short of  
sensational!

Can’t wait to do it all again soon!

ReIgnite & ReUnite

Absorb
•Advance•
Achieve

Just Hanging Out!

Friday
23rd February &
 Saturday 24th 

February,  
2018

Dinner at Bobby McGees

Exploring Different Customer Types with Bri Williams
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Aaron & Mick

Smashing through the barriers!

Lauren Burns was nothing 

short of AMAZING!

Sherard Kingston, founder of 

TradeZone shared his story  Totally #WorthIt!

A Well Earnt Night Out!

The whole gang!
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One of the best ways to improve your daily 
productivity, is to drop those dreaded habits that 

drain your motivation. Not only do they give you less 
energy to tackle the day, but they will also bring those 
happiness levels down too. And who wants that? 

Life is full of  distractions, and if  you let those 
distractions consume you, each day will be more 
difficult than it should be. By changing a few habits 
and letting go of  things that ‘bring you down’ you will 
not only increase your productivity and output, but 
your overall well being. 

Here are 10 habits you can quit today that will 
dramatically increase your energy and motivation, which 
you might not even realise you’re doing… Lets see. 

1. Worrying About What Is Out Of  Your 
Control

There will be hard times and tough situations that 
you will find yourself  in throughout life. Worrying 
about something that is out of  your control, though, 
does not accomplish anything.

2. Always Being A Perfectionist

Not everything is going to be perfect. That is 
inevitable. There are times when perfection matters, 
but typically it does not. Therefore, do not let 
yourself  become obsessed with perfection. It is 
draining. 

3. Getting Sucked Up In What Others Care 
About

Don’t let yourself  be distracted or tired by things you 
don’t really care about… There will always be people 
talking or complaining about something. Getting 
caught up in someone else’s drama is draining.

Even 20 minutes with your friends, while they 
complain about their bosses, will take energy away 
from you. Try to avoid situations like that. 

4. Helping People Who Don’t Want To Be 
Helped

You might have a loved one that is going through a hard 
time. It is important to support them however you can. 

Say Goodbye 
to Horrible 
Habits That 
Zap Your 
Energy
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However, its exhausting to support others through 
challenging times, so in situations where you cannot 
actually help, it is just a pure waste of  energy.  

Look out for these times. Doing so will save you a lot 
of  energy trying to help when it will not achieve much.

5. Paying Undue Attention To The Subtleties 

The words and actions of  others can get us down. 
In some cases, those words and actions can teach us 
things about ourselves that are valuable to know.

In most cases, though, we read too much into it. Do 
not worry about the tone of  the text message that 
your friend sent or the small interaction you had with 
them the other day. They could have just been in a 
rush or in a bad place.

There are times to worry and think about these 
words and actions, but pick your battles and 
understand that the little things are often insignificant. 

6. Spending Time With People Who Bring 
You Down

Surround yourself  with people that lift you up. People 
that accept you for who you are. Be with these people 
in person and you will probably find that these times 
are some of the best times in your life. Times that I live 
for and get me through the hard times.

7. Doing Work You Do Not Enjoy

It is inevitable to have work we do not enjoy 
occasionally. If  this is your full-time job, though, you 
should try and change your situation. We work, 
on average, 40 hours a week. Often, it is a lot 
more. Spending 8 hours a day doing something that 
exhausts you without much in return is extremely 
counterproductive. Find something that you love. 

8. Skipping Your Workouts

It is easy to hit snooze on your alarm or to go 
directly home after work instead of  the gym. Doing 
so, though, will leave you worse off. Working out 
releases endorphins, it gives you time to decompress, 
and it leaves you feeling healthier.

Missing workouts is an extremely negative habit 
because of  all that it takes away from you. Instead, 
push yourself  to workout a few times a week. It 
might be tough to motivate in the moment, but it is 
always worth it.

9. Thinking About Unfortunate Past Events

Hanging on to the past is easy. It gives us a place to 
point fingers, make excuses and wish for different 
outcomes. Similar to worrying about what is out of  
your control, though, thinking about the past does 
not accomplish anything. It just takes away motivation 
from the current moment. It will get you down about 
your situation and wishing that things had played out 
differently.

Instead, all there is to do now is move forward.

10. Struggling To Say No To People

We, all feel a need to please those around us. That 
is why it is so tough to say no to others. Sometimes, 
this is good because it pushes us out of  our comfort 
zone. Many times, though, it is harmful. You end up 
taking on responsibilities or doing things that you do 
not want.

The solution is to learn how to say no. The transition 
is difficult at first, but people will respect you for 
it. Plus, it will give you significantly more time and 
power to commit to other things.
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The Latest from My Man Cave...

The Coolest 
Way To 
Commute
This fun little scooter will have you rethinking how 

you get to the office everyday… or even just 
how you head down to the shops or check the surf.

It’s the OjO Commuter Scooter for Adults. An eco 
friendly, electric and smart scooter that’s super sleek. 

It can take you kms on one charge, with a top speed 
of  30kms per hour. Its bike lane friendly and you 
don’t require a license. It also has integrated blue 
tooth speakers, so you can listen to your tunes while 
cruising around. 

The OjO can be all yours for $1,950

Skate Your Way
If the commuter scooter isn’t your ride, this 

awesome skatey just might be. 

The Razor X Skateboard can be yours for 
around $300. 

Its not just any skateboard, its got a powerful motor 
that will get you to a speed of  about 20kms per hour 
for up to 40 minutes. The remote is wireless, so you 
can control it easily, along with a maple deck and 
custom trucks, which means you can carve those 
turns easily. 

Sounds like a super fun ride. 

http://aax-us-east.amazon-adsystem.com/x/c/QmI3QxNAlAQsItkJlto52a0AAAFhurpYlQEAAAFKAR2kjow/https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01M0E3J3E/ref=as_at?creativeASIN=B01M0E3J3E&linkCode=w61&imprToken=21HhING5tbrBKgSwn7K0zg&slotNum=21&tag=brostrick-20&th=1
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App for Tradies

Get the app.

UNUM  
In the past, the only problem with using Instagram as 

a marketing tool, was that it was just that… instant. 
Unlike Facebook, there’s not an inbuilt scheduling 
system for posts. 

But, Unum App can help you with that. Unum allows 
you to strategically plan your posts by organising your 
feed through a mock Instagram grid, and scheduling 
reminders for making them live.

Best of  all, the app provides your account with basic 
analytics indicating which times and days garner the 
best reach for your content.

So, if  you’d prefer to ‘un-insta’ Instagram, download 
from the app store for free 



Don’t forget, want to share your hot tips, recommended suppliers or any 
other information that will benefit the Lifestyle Tradie Community.

Drop us a line to

info@lifestyletradie.com.au

Next Issue

Plus so much more...

Money And Happiness, Can You 
Really Put A Number On It?

We test the notion that money can’t 
buy happiness, considering that not 
having enough money can certainly 
make a person miserable. We look 
at the research that shows just how 
much money effects life satisfaction 
and emotional well being. 

10 Tech Tools To Help You Get More 
Instagram Follower

Instagram is quickly becoming the 
social media platform of choice. To be 
competitive, trade businesses need to 
stay consistent, and produce quality 
content, often. We look at 10 tools to 
help you market your trade business 
on Instagram and grow your audience. 

Lifestyle Tradie Magazine is published by and © copyright by Andrew & Angela 
Smith, Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Ltd 2012. All Rights Reserved. This newsletter 
and any accompanying material are for general information purposes only. It is the 
responsibility of  the reader to comply with any local, state or federal laws. The 
Publisher has taken all reasonable measures to ensure that the material contained 
within this newsletter is correct. The Publisher provides no representation and 
gives no warranty as to the accuracy of  the information and does not accept any 
responsibility for errors or inaccuracies in the information contained herein and 
shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of  any person acting in 
reliance on information contained herein.

For more information, contact:

Lifestyle Tradie Group Pty Limited
Ph: 1800 704 822
Email: info@lifestyletradie.com.au
www.lifestyletradie.com.au

Can’t wait to see you all at the upcoming R&R on the Gold Coast in July!

Andy & Ange
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